“THE ULTIMATE” HIGHWAY MOUNTS FOR HD’S
FRAME MOUNTING ONLY
#HD002 = 1 1/8” #HD003 = 1 ¼” #HD004 = 1 ½”
1. Remove clamp half from the arm.
2. The arm should be put on with the clamp half facing you as you are sitting on the
bike and the screws facing towards the front of the motorcycle. Also note there is a
left and right arm. Each is marked inside the arm. The ends of the arms where the
pegs pivot is machined at an angle. This is due to the frame tubes being at angles
so as to keep the foot pegs horizontal when the arms are mounted. (refer to picture
on packaging).
3. Slide the clamp half around the backside of the frame and reattach the arm.
4. Adjust the arm forward/back and up/down until you find the best fit for you.
5. Use the set screw under the peg to adjust the angle of the peg.
6. You can also rotate the peg by loosening the Allen screw at the end of the peg.
7. Check and tighten all hardware, including the Allen screw referenced in Step 6.
NOTE: For Harley Street 500 and Street 750 models, the plastic radiator shroud
needs to be trimmed slightly for clearance. Additionally, the set looks and functions
better when placing the Left arm on the right side and the Right arm on the left side.
Good work! Now kick up your feet and enjoy!
RIVCO Products, Inc., 440 South Pine Street, Burlington, WI 53105, 262.763.8222
rivcoproducts.com – visit our site, see our accessories and register your warranty.
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